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IAGA Contemporary Art is glad to present to the public the second solo exhibition signed by 

Gabriel Marian in the gallery own venue, entitled The map is/not the territory.  

The exhibition project is mainly composed of works from the Written Portraits series specially 

realized for this occasion in a technique that the artist has been exploring for a few years now, that 

of acrylic paint markers. These portraits are the tool that Marian uses to constructively participate 

in the current debate regarding the consequences of colonization and attempts at 

decolonization, and above all from a cultural point of view (remember that “the map is/not the 

territory”), referring to concepts such as land and territory, of deterritorialisation and 

reterritorialisation developed by the French Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. According to the 

artist, these maps include not only the territory but also the culture, the traditions, the individuals 

who characterize it: they are the symbol of a people. 

This special interest of the artist for the phenomenon of loss of identity, caused by colonialism, also 

derives from the history of his Country: for centuries Romania was occupied by various empires, 

among the most durable and impactful being the Roman, Ottoman and Russian.  

Even nowadays, Romania is the centre of such debates that concern both Transylvania, formerly 

an independent region, and what is defined as a self-colonization, that is, the tendency of the 

people to resemble more and more the Countries of the European Union. 

 

Driven by these facts, the artist tries to dismantle the colonial view of the European art, what 

Deleuze and Guattari would define by the term of territorialisation, which in the past imposed, in a 

Eurocentric perspective, canons of beauty formalized based on the proportions of the Caucasian 

human body, excluding all those “exotic” physiognomies that were not consistent with the 

standards. Through his portraits, Marian questions the weight of this cultural “tradition” - without, 

however, cancelling the history of art, because cancelling culture does not generate a discussion, 

but anger - and explores, like a respectful tourist, the landscape of these different faces, putting 

himself to test through the different somatic traits. The choice of themes is dictated by the artist’s 

fascinations, some may be historical figures that inspire him, others are faces found by chance on 

the internet that impress him due to their proportions and physiognomies, sometimes being 

considered by him in the “Renaissance” style (such as Primavera MMXXI). The artist’s great ability 

is that of taking these faces outside the timeline, offering immortality even to anonymous and 

marginalized individuals, as well as paying homage to personalities such as Gayatri Chakravorty 

Spivak (The Body as Such).  

Regarding the texts quoted in his works, Marian proves to be an artist of great culture; inspired by 

a plurality of interests, he varies between literature, poetry, philosophy and music, as well as 

between artistic subjects, without fear of juxtaposing in this series - almost entirely ground-breaking 

- the Japanese poetesses of the 18th century (Fukuda Chiko-ni for the work Peonies), recognised 

authors from the 19th and 20th centuries, such as Emily Dickinson (for Spectral Smile and Electric 

Spring) and Dylan Thomas (for Wasted Energy and Rage against the Dying of the Light), activists 



 

 

for the rights of African-American populations (such as Maya Angelou for God is a Woman Too) 

and singers (such as Endre Norvik for Storm) of our time. 

The writing, co-protagonist of the work, together with the pictorial sign to outline the face, 

strengthens the message wanted to be conveyed, thereby being able to highlight the key themes 

of the artist’s research: some of universal nature, such as the life-death binomial and the 

relationship between the human and the nature, and others related to more current debates, such 

as discrimination based on race, gender, religion and sexual orientation and, more specifically, 

colonialism. 

In order to encourage meditation on the conditions of the populations discriminated by the Western 

vision, whether they are African-American, Asian or South American, the artist uses the ideas of 

activists personally involved in these struggles, an example is Márcia Kambeba - mentioned in the 

works Silent Warrior, Native Dream and Native Spirit. 

The writers chosen by the artist are also spokespersons of internal Western problems such as 

Margaret Atwood (for the works Autumn Is/Not and The Moment), who expresses her concern for 

the incessant degradation of today’s civilization and its politics (the intellectual is among the 

authors also cited by Marian referring to feminism, along with Virginia Woolf), and Walt Whitman, 

promoter of democracy and individual freedom (for the work Newton’s Prism which, due to its 

colours, takes its name, precisely, from the rainbow discovered by Newton through light). 

Moreover, as previously mentioned, the artist indulges in what he hears - as in the case of Storm 

and Final Bow - but also by reading recent studies regarding his career in the world of 

contemporary art, thus, in the work Blue Career, the artist shows his concern and sadness - the 

choice of colour itself identifies his feeling - for the future of artists. 

Another fundamental aspect in Marian’s works is the line, and consequently the gesture from which 

it comes to life, for this reason not all works have paragraphs of text. In fact, some of them focus 

on the beauty of the line itself and its construction, sometimes trying to free the hand from the will 

of the mind, according to the Zen practice, which more or less consciously creates topographical 

curves on the scribbled faces of his subjects (e.g., New Territory and Smile in the Dark), and other 

times rationally creating lines with more geometric shapes reminiscent of old navigation maps 

(Native Spirit).  

Among the artists who inspire Marian there’s Magritte for the way he plays with words and images, 

both when one integrates and complements the message of the other, and when the two forms 

serve to reinforce each other without creating further meanings; the very title of the exhibition is a 

tribute to the French painter’s La Trahison des Images, where the pipe represented is and is not 

the object in question. 

  



 

 

IAGA Contemporary Art  

IAGA Contemporary Art, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

IAGA Contemporary Art Gallery was founded in 2014, in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, in the Transylvanian region, by Alberto 

Perobelli, entrepreneur and collector of modern and contemporary art: starting from the acquisition of the works of the 

great masters of the Italian post-war period after the Second World War, through his activity in Romania, began to 

deepen the research and languages of young local artists and founded the project of a gallery to give voice to their 

works, in a careful and original dialogue with artists from other Eastern European countries, without forgetting the young 

Italians and the middle-aged. 

From 2014 until now, the result is an intense activity of the gallery, coordinated by Rosalba di Pierro, Gallery Manager, 

hosting six exhibitions a year and with an active participation in art fairs in Northeast European countries, with a careful 

presence and at Italian fairs.  

 

 

Gabriel Marian 

Gabriel Marian is a visual artist, curator and one of the founders of the Nano Gallery at the Center of Interest, Cluj. He 

graduated in 2011 with a Master's degree in painting from UAD, and in 2022 with a PhD in visual arts from the same 

university. His works appears, among other artists, in the Benetton collection of contemporary art: Imago Mundi: 

Romanian artists (2014) and in the catalogue published in Treviso on the occasion of the same exhibition. album 

published the same year in Treviso.  

Among the exhibitions in which he’s exhibited his works, we find the Mostra collettiva d’arte contemporanea (Group 

exhibition of contemporary art), Torino, Palazzo Birago di Vische (2015), Art Safari, Bucharest (2015), V.I.C. art show in 

Paris (Atelier Z, 2013), and at the Cluj Art Museum (2008, 2020), he also exhibited in the Salon des Dépendants, a 

collective exhibition at the United States Foundation, Paris (2004).. He has participated in a series of graphic projects in 

collaboration with the German Centre Cluj and Comics Club Cluj. 

In addition, he exhibited in personal exhibitions in Cluj (at the Paintbrush Factory, IAGA Contemporary Art and other 

galleries) and in Paris (Harriet Woolley Gallery) and participated in a series of graphic projects organized by the German 

Cultural Center and the Comics Club in Cluj. 

Gabriel Marian is also the author of a series of articles on criticism and art history published in "Dilema veche" and 

"Echinox" (2001-2005). His artworks are part of private collections in France and the United States. 

 

 

Camilla Remondina 

Born in 1995, Camilla Remondina is a curator who pays special attention to the average audience. Her projects aim, by 

the way, to make the public feel at ease in museums, taking them out of their conventional home to bring them closer to 

everyday life, in order to achieve this, her interest is directed toward immersive and/or multisensory installations capable 

of involving.  

In 2018 she founded the curatorial group ACME Art Lab. 

Recent curatorial experiences include: Transient, solo exhibition of Antonio Saccabarozzi, Spazio contemporanea, 

Brescia (2019), part of the circuit “Meccaniche della Meraviglia 13”, active event on the territory of Brescia for thirteen 

editions aimed at improving the spaces usually closed to the public.  

Camilla graduated from the Art Didactics course for Museums and she’s a specialist in Communication and Art Didactics 

at the Accademia di Belle Arti SantaGiulia in Brescia. 


